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Abstract— Integration of Electronic components with 

mechanical elements gives more effective and accurate 

results, which increase the efficiency of the system. 

Electronics content in an automobile provides more safety 

along with better performance. ABS is an active safety 

feature for two wheelers, four wheelers and for the electric 

vehicle also. This paper presented a Hardware in Loop 

Simulation (HILS) test of the ABS for an electric motorcycle. 

HIL test always helps to improve the performance of the 

prototype design model. HILS system components are 

software part, hardware part, and interfacing part. Once 

simulation results are collected it is required to run the system 

with load conditions in the real world. ABS is tested under 

different braking conditions and with dry surface road 

conditions. Results between simulations and HILS test is 

evaluated on the MATLAB/Simulink environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

ABS is an essential component for a vehicle in terms of 

safety. Originally ABS was developed mechanically, but 

electronics system growth rate is increasing day by day. The 

figure shows how the electronics system in the automotive 

sector is increasing from 1970 and it will touch up to 50% of 

car cost till 2030. 

 
Fig.1: Electronic system as % of total car cost. 

 ABS becomes more and more intelligent day by day 

because it includes a closed loop feedback control system 

which makes ABS performance oriented. ABS always try to 

maintain slip between 0.15-0.21 which prevent wheel lock 

during sudden braking or in normal braking conditions. ABS 

decrease stopping distances and provides better driving 

stability. 

 Components of ABS systems are speed sensors, 

controller (ECU), hydraulic modulator. Where ECU 

(Electronics Controller Unit) contains control strategies for 

the different driving condition. Hydraulic modulator contains 

a hydraulic solenoid valve, brake caliper, master cylinder, and 

oil tank. 

 
Fig.2: Block diagram of ABS System 

 Generally, wheel speed sensor will be given to the 

ECU (Electronics Controller Unit). ECU analyse, optimize 

and make feedback signal and sends to the hydraulic 

modulator. Hydraulic modulator give command to operate 

hydraulic solenoid valve for increasing or decreasing pressure 

as per as feedback signal. 

 HILS test is more accurate and effective data 

collection method for performance evaluation of early stage 

developed model. HILS test can be done with a different 

platform such as DSPACE Software, MATLAB/Simulink 

Software, LABCAR System etc, but MATLAB/Simulink 

provides an easy and fast interface for a collection of data in 

form of graphs. This paper consists of complete HILS test of 

the ABS system for an electric motorcycle. 

II. HARDWARE IN LOOP TEST SYSTEM: 

For the development of any vehicle control system, it requires 

proper numerical calculations, vehicle modeling, simulation 

results, real-time HIL Simulation, and real-time 

implementation. Real-time HIL (Hardware in Loop) 

simulation is a very important part of the development of a 

successful control system. Because HIL simulation consists 

of feedback closed loop system, which continuously performs 

system tasks and shows results or performance curve with the 

use of different sensors in the forms of graphs. From the 

outcomes of HIL, the system can be improved and optimised 

as well. 

 
Fig.3 Block diagram of HILS System 
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 For the development of Complete real-time HIL 

simulation systems, it requires a software model, hardware 

model, and interfacing parts. Figure shows block diagram 

representation of HIL simulation. Where vehicle system 

consists of vehicle dynamics modeling, it will give data to the 

sensor which collects data and sends to the controller and 

controller compare it with references and send back to the 

vehicle system. Scope can be used as a real-time data 

collection tool in form of graphs. 

 
Fig.4: ABS System algorithm 

A. Software model: 

Software model is built in MATLAB Simulink platform. It 

includes vehicle dynamics model, Wheel dynamics model, 

slip model, sliding mode optimizer and hydraulic brake 

model. 

 Figure shows vehicle dynamics model with 

integration of speed sensor.  

 
Fig.5: Vehicle dynamics model integration with speed 

sensor 

In Vehicle Dynamics model, Vehicle speed from speed 

sensor subsystem model is shown below.  

 
Fig.6: Conversion of speed sensor readings into vehicle 

speed 

 The figure shows the Vehicle speed from speed 

sensor. In this velocity block contains a of speed sensor 

reading and convert it into RPM and then in vehicle velocity 

in m/s. After integrating external speed sensor input with 

simulation model, complete simulation model is presented as 

follows: 

 

 
Fig.7: Complete ABS Simulation model for HILS Test. 

 Where relay control model shows control logic for 

the pressure increase, pressure decreases and pressure hold. 

This model can be deploying into the controller for HIL 

testing. 

B.  Hardware Model: 

 
Fig.8: Block diagram representation of ABS hardware 

model 

1) Brake Pedal and Master cylinder: 

Brake Pedal and master cylinder are the main parts of  the 

braking system. Human applies his effort to the brake pedal 

and brake pedal converts the human power to a linear motion, 

which used by master cylinder to build hydraulic pressure. It 

supplies the pressurized fluid to brake caliper via hydraulic 

DCV and spring returned cylinder that causes braking. 

2) Hydraulic DCV: 

Hydraulic DCV (Direction Control Valve) is a solenoid-

operated valve that operates by Electrical Signal. Solenoid 

operated valve uses electric current and create magnetic field. 

This magnetic field is used to open and close the valves and 

controls the flow of fluid and its direction. 

3) Brake Caliper: 

The Brake caliper is the key element of the braking system. 

Brake caliper having the piston-cylinder arrangement with 

brake pads, which holds the disc plates during braking. 

4) Controller: 

The efficiency of braking in terms of braking distance, 

vehicle handling and stopping time is mainly depends upon 

controller. In ABS, The Controller controls the actuations of 

solenoid operated DCVs as per the programming. Controller 

works as a closed loop system. It reads the vehicle speed and 

the wheel speed by using speed sensors. According to the slip 

between the between wheel speed and vehicle speed, signals 

are given to the hydraulic valves to control the pressure. In 

ABS, during emergency braking slip tried to maintain in 

between 0.14 to 0.21. This causes efficient braking with no 

skidding and thus vehicle handling will be in control. The 

hydraulic block is directly connected to the solenoid operated 
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DCV. The Hydraulic block is having two parts for two 

hydraulic valves, one is for inlet called inflow valve and 

second is for the outlet that is outflow valve of the braking 

oil. 

 
Fig.9: Hydraulic circuit connection for ABS hardware 

system 

 The prototype model is made by connecting the 

hydraulic components as shown in block diagram. The outlet 

of the tank is connected to the inlet of the Brake Pedal 

cylinder. The outlet of the master cylinder is connected to the 

check valve 1. Check Valve is further connected to inlet of 

solenoid valve 1. Outlet of solenoid 1 is connected to brake 

caliper via pressure gauge and inlet of solenoid valve 2. 

Outlet of solenoid 2 is again connected tank via check valve. 

C. Interfacing Part: 

Generally, I/O interface can be used for communication 

between software and hardware. Elements of I/O relay, 

hydraulic solenoid valves I/O interface is very important 

mainly for electric motorcycle. Because power supply for 

solenoid valve will be given by motorcycle battery itself 

using booster circuits. Complete wiring interface with electric 

motorcycle will be shown below. 

 
Fig.10: Wiring circuit for prototype ABS model 

Booster circuit converts 60-90V DC into 24V DC for the 

hydraulic solenoid and 5V DC for the raspberry pi controller. 

The hydraulic solenoid will be controlled by relay. Itself 

using booster circuits. 

 In the implementation of the prototype on the 

motorcycle is shown. In the prototype, ABS is equipped with 

rear wheel so the sensor mounted on rear wheel will give the 

wheel speed.The  Front wheel of the vehicle having no 

brakes, that will transmit the vehicle speed. And the reading 

of these sensors is transmitted to the controller to control 

further process. 

 
Fig.11: Implemented prototype ABS on electric motorcycle 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: 

ABS prototype is tested on HIL with MATLAB Simulink 

Platform on dry road condition at different Speeds. In the 

Simulink model with HIL, the real-time Velocity of both 

vehicle and Wheel along with slip is obtained. Initially, the 

speed of the vehicle is increased and after applying the brakes 

the velocity decreases. Acquired wheel and the vehicle speed 

given by the speed sensors are shown in graph form below. 

In the given graph the red lines indicating the wheel velocity 

and black lines are for vehicle velocity. 

 
Fig.12: Vehicle and Wheel velocity graph with HILS test 

When the brake is Applied, ECU controls fluid brake pressure 

and maintain the slip between 0.15 to 0.21. During 

acceleration and deceleration, the obtain slip is given below 

in graph.  

 
Fig.13: Slip graph with HILS test 
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 From the Results at different velocities in terms of 

stopping distance and time required to stop the vehicle is 

shown below in table form. 

 
Fig.14: Results from the HILS model 

 From the experiments, the required stopping 

distance at different velocities are obtained and the results are 

shown below. From graph, it can be observed that the 

required stopping distance is increasing exponentially with 

velocity. 

 
Fig.15: Stopping distance with respect to Vehicle velocity 

 Time Required to stop the vehicle at those velocities 

are shown in below graph and from this graph it can be 

understand that the time required to stopping the vehicle is 

increasing linearly with vehicle’s velocity. 

Fig.16: Time required to stop vehicle with respect to 

Vehicle velocity 

IV. CONCLUSIONS: 

In this paper HILS (Hardware–in Loop Simulation) system 

has been developed for an electric motorcycle. HIL test 

always helps to improve and optimize product quality. 

Complete HIL system for ABS contains software part which 

includes vehicle modeling and hardware part having 

hydraulic components integration with brake caliper. 

Interfacing part makes the connection between both the 

hardware part and software part. HILS system results can be 

generated with MATLAB/SIMULINK platform. Simulation 

software is used for the motorcycle performance and detailed 

data collection of the ECU.ABS tested under different speeds 

and recorded the data for further improvements. With all the 

results and experimental data, graphs concluded that system 

provides acceptable results to the real world testing.  
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